
Computational approaches for Life Scientists 

 

Course credits:   2.5 points; 3 hours per week 

Grades:   20% HW assignments, 10% "visibility", 70% project 

Pre-requisites:  234127 (introduction to CS with MATLAB) or 234112 (introduction to C)  

   or any other introduction to computer science course 

   134082 (Molecular biology) or a similar course. 

 

Course Description 

This newly designed course aims to examine a variety of biological problems and fundamental 
computational ideas used to solve them. The course is designed specifically for students of the life-
sciences (biology, medical sciences, biotechnology, etc.). From the computational side, it requires only 
an introductory CS course as a prerequisite. 

The course is motivated by the gap between two phenomena. On one hand, the dramatic revolution in 
life sciences and bio technologies during the last two decades; the analysis of these technologies often 
requires non-trivial computational ideas. On the other hand, life science students' exposure to 
computational ideas, as reflected in undergraduate curricula, is still extremely limited. In the absence 
of almost any computational education, biologists who graduate from university nowadays are not 
sufficiently equipped to deal with many facets of modern bio technologies. Even though many 
universities offer non-introductory bioinformatics courses, these are primarily designed for students 
with prior background in computer science, leaving out biology students, both undergraduate and 
graduate. 

This course is designed as a non-introductory course on computational ideas and their uses in biology 
(beyond the basic programming and very general concepts learned in the "introduction to CS" courses, 
and beyond the software tool handling skills learned in the "introduction to bioinformatics" course - 
236523). Topics will be taught in a less technical manner than in "pure" computer science courses. The 
focus will be on broadening life sciences students' perspective in their own discipline, and enriching 
them with relevant computational concepts. The programming language Python will be taught and 
used as a "vehicle" for demonstrating course topics, and for developing hands-on skills. 

 

Course Goals 

• Describe the challenges in analyzing the experimental outcomes of a number of modern bio 
technologies, from the computational viewpoint.  

• Expose students to deep computational ideas and concepts, using the appropriate level of 
formalism to match students' background. 

• Improve skills for the students' future communication with the computational community in 
general, and with computational biologists in particular. 

• Enable students to design and implement in code some basic computational analyses, tailored for 
specific research needs. 

 



Course Topics 

1. Biological Networks 
Metabolic networks, signaling and regulatory networks, protein interaction networks, etc., can all 
be represented and analyzed by graph theoretic tools from computer science. We will introduce 
relevant notions and algorithms, and demonstrate their applicability in different biological 
settings.  
 

2. Biological sequences 
A variety of approaches for the analysis of DNA and protein sequences is available, at different 
scales – from identifying short motifs to comparing whole genomes/proteomes. We will introduce 
some central sequence analysis applications, such as pattern matching, k-mer statistics, longest 
common substring, etc., using the methodologies of hash functions, regular expressions, and tries. 
 

3. Dynamic biological systems and their simulations 
The choice of an appropriate computational model is crucial for effective and expressive 
simulations of a system's dynamic behavior. In this course we will focus on two types of systems: 
(1) Regulatory networks with only partially available quantitative data (e.g. kinetic constants or 

exact concentrations). We will introduce an intuitive, discrete transition model. This model 
enables the study of such systems, and it can reflect characteristics like cell-cycle oscillation 
and commitment to developmental pathways.  

(2) Local-interaction systems, such as ecological systems and multi-cellular organisms, in which 
elements are in direct interaction with neighboring elements only (e.g. other organisms, or 
other cells). In these systems, local, homogenous behavior rules often give rise to a complex, 
sometimes unexpected global behavior of the system. We will show how cellular automata 
(e.g., "the game of life") can capture and elucidate this type of dynamics. 

 
4. Biological Image processing 

Novel imaging technologies play a central role in modern biological research. We will introduce 
some fundamental techniques in this area: image representation; simple techniques for image 
processing; applications of image processing to biological images: segmentation (the identification 
of elements such as cells or organisms in images), and tracking (movement of elements in 
consecutive image frames). 
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